
LETTER FROM THE SELLER

811 York St #327, Oakland

To you, the next owner of 811 York St. #327:

There is much to be said for hidden gems. Capable of blending into plain sight, they suddenly reveal themselves 
only to those who happen upon them via determination, good fortune, or both. Once discovered, a hidden gem 
captivates the mind instantly – dressed up in its surety of value paired with the humble trappings that have kept its 
delights otherwise obscured from the world until that very moment. Such is the story of your new home as I, its previous 
resident, found it some years ago.

You will be forgiven if – until you have crossed the threshold from the third-floor hallway of the York Towers, and 
entered the unit proper – you felt pensive or even a tad underwhelmed at first. While riding up one of the elevators you 
might have been saying to yourself or whispered to your partner, “this Grand Lake neighborhood is amazing… but I 
don’t know about this condo complex at the top of the hill.” The York Towers is a conservatively run building, with an 
ample prudent reserve and a full earthquake insurance policy – they forego spending on the flash of attracting new 
tenants and owners and invest instead on a rigorous maintenance schedule and making the building a safe and secure 
haven in Oakland. Many of the tenants have been in the building for decades. With a tap on the nose and a little wink 
these veterans all seem to say, “those who understand how special this place is are welcome; those who worry about 
external appearances need not apply,” and go about making sure that the building is clean, functional, friendly and 
inviting – even if the hallways are a little dim.

But now you’ve entered, and once in the entry you feel as though you’ve stepped out of the darkness and into the 
light. And yet the grander impression still awaits you as you make your way up the stairwell and into the great room 
upstairs. Oh, what can I say about that first gasping impression – the vaulted scalloped penthouse roof overhead; the 
unobstructed views of the Oakland Hills from the east and west windows inviting you outside; the delightful mid-
century fireplace smiling at you from the corner – what words other than, “I know the feeling?” It is the feeling one feels 
the instant that the diamond peaks out from the rough, catching your eye, taking your breath away.

You begin to dream of the possibilities in store: the Saturday afternoon get-together that lives on until midnight; the 
lazy evenings on the balcony watching the sunset and sharing a special bottle; relaxation on the couch as the cool 
East Bay breezes blow through your hair. Maybe these dreams aren’t as crystal clear for you in that first instant, but that 
feeling you felt – that feeling of possibility becoming probability inside your stomach as you take in this penthouse 
treasure – is real and true and shines like a diamond. You’ve found your hidden gem.

Gems never lose their value. Markets rise and fall; people secure their wealth in precious things because no matter 
what happens outside these walls, in this place that breathtaking feeling you felt has a value that lasts. Walk around 
the wrap-around patio and take in the view of the Oakland Hills, downtown and Lake Merritt on all sides of you. See 
yourself here, cooking for your friends, enjoying some wonderful music and raising a glass in celebration. Or take a walk 
down the hill – East or West, to Lakeshore or Grand Avenues, it doesn’t matter – and spend the day or night out dining 
at a wonderful restaurant, taking in a movie, or grabbing the ingredients for a snack or meal at home. No one will judge 
you let your hair down and order another round: Uber isn’t necessary when everything is a stroll away.

All these moments, and the ready ease by which they seem to come in this place – this hidden gem – are yours if you 
wish. I wish to leave you with a few specific memories from my own time living in Unit #327 and venturing into the 
surrounding hills. My wish for you is that you will build your own list of treasured memories here as well. Thank you.

• The hot autumn day when I suddenly, gleefully remembered that York Towers has an amazing pool.

• The Gunpowder Punch Cocktail at Boot and Shoe Service – as wickedly strong as it sounds.

• My first gyro at Ikaros – the best I’ve ever had. And the coffee at La Patisserie across the street.

• “Walking the lake” – for exercise, for contemplation, for a long chat… or to find a nice spot to picnic.

• The occasional winter night (in June) where a crackling fire in the fireplace is immensely appropriate.

• Sitting on the patio watching the sunset over the Oakland hills; my wife’s head softly on my shoulder.

-Michael Boccieri


